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Abstract

Background: Sports professional activity has been an unusually absorbing domain of human life. This is particularly noticeable in so-called sports of early specialization, including gymnastics. The specialization in gymnastics occurs at the moment of girls’ acquisition of knowledge and preparation for future professional careers. Therefore, the authors decided to look further into the process of combining school and sports duties and to reveal possible conflicts.

Material/Methods: Research material was a group of 482 athletes who are professionally involved in three gymnastics disciplines: artistic gymnastics, rhythmic gymnastics and acrobatic gymnastics in Polish clubs.

Results: An analysis of the results revealed that considerable importance is attached to the value of knowledge in both studied populations. Furthermore, the obtained empirical data contradict the popular belief that taking up professional sports activity puts obstacles in the way of combining school and sports duties and, in consequence, interferes with receiving an education.

Conclusions: Both studied populations are characterized by high recognition for the values of knowledge, education and work.
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Introduction

Physical culture covers a number of various physical activities, starting from fundamental forms, such as physical education, through recreational forms of physical activity, to highly-specialized professional sports [1]. Professional sports activity has recently become an unusually absorbing domain of life and athletes who embark on these careers are burdened with a number of duties [2]. They involve performance of many social roles at the same time, such as the role of a sportsman, child or student [3,4,5,6].

This is particularly noticeable in so-called sports of early specialization, including gymnastics. The specialization is accompanied by an athlete's acquisition of knowledge and preparation for future professional careers. Therefore, the authors decided to look further into the process of combining school and sports duties and to reveal possible conflict situations generated in gymnasts’ environments [7,8].

Revealing the studied subjects' attitudes to work and a vision of what the future will look like after retiring from sports also seem to be very precious information. With professional sport of today, the concept of amateur sport is fading away while any activity taken by sportsmen gets them closer to professional work [9,10]. Since representatives of gymnastics disciplines attribute the properties of work to sports activities [11], the authors decided to find how work is perceived in the environment of gymnasts, which aspects are highly valued and if sports activity is identified with professional activity.

Material and method

Research material involved a group of 482 athletes who are professionally engaged in three gymnastics disciplines: artistic gymnastics, rhythmic gymnastics and acrobatic gymnastics in Polish clubs. Empirical studies covered 272 female gymnasts who are currently actively involved in sport (current, A generation) and 210 females who have already finished their professional careers (former, B generation).

The studied female gymnasts represented three sports levels: lower (2nd sports class), medium (1st sports class) and the highest level which included gymnasts of the champion class at the national and international level. The studies also considered three categories of championship experience and two age categories in each generation.

The basic technique for collecting empirical material was a social survey, questionnaire and observation. The material was then statistically analysed using V Cramer coefficient which confirms statistically significant relationships. Among the replies to the asked questions, individual percentage shares do not give a total of 100%, since respondents were allowed to give several examples.

Results and discussion

Since practicing gymnastics converges with the period of beginning and continuation of school education and then preparation for future professional work, the author decided to check the opinions of the studied persons in terms of the importance of education which functions in the gymnasts’ awareness. A fundamental goal was to determine if education, as a value, is accompanied, or was accompanied in the past, by high recognition in the awareness area. In order to achieve this, the respondents were asked an open question: Would it be still worth continuing education if the diploma of higher education was not necessary to get a good position at work? Why? This question gave an opportunity to determine if education appears to the respondents to be an autotelic value (answers which prove that it is worth to be educated above all) or an instrumental value (answers of ‘it doesn’t make sense’ or ‘I don’t know’ or ‘it is worth doing since it makes lives easier’ or ‘in order to widen knowledge’). Collective results for the answers to the above mentioned questions, according to generation-based differentiation, are given in Table 1.
Although an analysis of the statements reveals a dominance of the standpoint that it is worthwhile, above all, to keep on learning, a quarter of current gymnasts did not reveal interest in this problem. Contrary views were formulated sporadically and represented more often by the athletes of B generation.

A characteristic tendency among older former sportswomen who showed highest sports level and longest professional experience is an autotelic approach to education, connected with expressional understanding of its value (satisfaction, wider horizons) (V Cramer coefficient: for generation variable 0.400 at p=0.000, for the age 0.394 at p=0.000, for sports level 0.161 at p=0.002, for competition experience 0.138 at p=0.010). In population A, a recognition of instrumental values was observed: the respondents found education to be the means to achieve other values rather than the value itself (an opportunity to acquire knowledge, entering into personal contacts or fixing up personal things).

### Tab. 1. Value of education in studied gymnasts’ opinion, according to generations (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values of education</th>
<th>Categories of competitors</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is worth being educated in order to acquire knowledge</td>
<td>33.09</td>
<td>27.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is worth for your own satisfaction, self-esteem</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>37.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is worth for a better understanding of the world, extending horizons</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>38.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is worth although the diploma does not present any value, but it helps to fix up things</td>
<td>18.01</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is worth due to an opportunity to enter into new contacts</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>15.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It doesn’t make sense to be educated</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>15.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t know</td>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In consideration of this high recognition of the importance of education, the author decided to verify if acquisition of knowledge interfered with fulfilment of sport-related duties by the gymnasts. This issue is of growing importance in the aspect of contemporary gymnastics which requires from young girls a great amount of time and effort [12,13]. The response to the question: “Has sports disturbed your learning or receiving education?” can be illustrated by three types of approach, presented in Table 2.

### Tab. 2. Sport and opportunities for learning, according to generations and competitive experience (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opinion</th>
<th>Categories of competitors</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Competitive experience</th>
<th>Former</th>
<th>Competitive experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2–5 years</td>
<td>6–9 years</td>
<td>10 and more</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it doesn’t interfere</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>48.34</td>
<td>43.86</td>
<td>52.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t know</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>37.09</td>
<td>42.11</td>
<td>34.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contrary to a popular belief, the empirical data show that taking up professional sports activity puts obstacles in the way of combining school and sports duties and, in consequence, it interferes with receiving education.

As results from Table 2, over two thirds of the respondents did not notice difficulties in performing the role of a student and a sportsperson, whereas a rise in professional experience in
both groups by c. 23% caused a decrease in the percentage of persons who expressed this opinion.

Although competition experience revealed some disproportions in the frequency of statements, these differences were not statistically significant. More differentiating variables included a generation variable, age and the sports level. (V Cramer coefficient: for generation variable 0.281; for the age 0.203; for competition experience 0.115). They informed about the lack of difficulties in learning and professional education among older competitors of B generation who represented the lowest sports level. The opposite approach, pointing to an interference of sport and learning, was typical of younger, current gymnasts of the champion class. A relatively high percentage of indecisive statements in A generation (35%) might point to the lack of interest in the problems or difficulties in settling the above mentioned dilemma.

Therefore, it can be argued that both populations are dominated by tendencies to acquire knowledge and receive education. However, the burden of contemporary professional sport has a direct bearing on the opportunities for the acquisition of knowledge, although competitors from all gymnastic disciplines do not perceive essential obstacles to satisfy the need for learning and self-improvement.

After initial determination that the acquisition of knowledge and education is perceived by the respondents as an essential value for receiving professional education and finding good jobs, one should go deeper into the idea of work. In order to demonstrate it, the questions were asked about highly valued aspects of work. A recognition of particular values of work present in the awareness of the studied women was supported with an analysis of the choice of opinions from a list presented to the respondents. To construe the list of particular values, guidelines from other studies were employed [14], supported with good knowledge of the studied environment.

Table 3 reveals a large convergence of both studied populations with the view that the most valued aspects of work are ‘sufficient salary’ and ‘interesting job’. Furthermore, the group of aspects where indications in the individual generation exceeded 40% was extended with ‘permanent job’ (population A) and ‘good team of co-workers’. Therefore, instrumental values are dominant among gymnasts. Other aspects which were indicated by more than 20% in A generation include: ‘good working conditions’, ‘work which is safe for your health’ and ‘promotion opportunities,’ whereas in B generation: ‘permanent job’ and ‘recognition gained for work’. Other choices of the values of work did not exceed several percent.

Tab. 3. Aspects of work in respondents’ opinion, according to generations (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of work</th>
<th>Categories of competitors</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>Former</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient salary</td>
<td>58.46</td>
<td>66.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interesting job</td>
<td>42.28</td>
<td>55.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good team of co-workers</td>
<td>37.13</td>
<td>41.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent job, without fears for being moved or fired</td>
<td>40.07</td>
<td>27.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good working conditions</td>
<td>24.63</td>
<td>19.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job which is safe for your health</td>
<td>27.57</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion opportunities</td>
<td>21.69</td>
<td>14.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition for work</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>25.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good working organization</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>13.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good direct managers</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>11.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer’s care for workers</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity of the workplace from the place of residence</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A deeper analysis of these results allowed for a determination that all variables showed statistically significant relationship, whereas the biggest relationship was perceived in the case of age variable concerning ‘recognition gained for work’. It was observed that professional work does not compare to a sports activity in this aspect and does not satisfy the needs for acceptance and
approval in the group of current younger (and with shortest training experience) gymnasts (V Cramer coefficient: for generation variable 0.259 at p=0.000, for age 0.300 at p=0.000, for competition experience 0.142, at p=0.008). This might result from the fact that young female gymnasts involved in professional sport expect a social recognition for current activities, but do not think about further future or do not expect repeating the success during a professional career [15].

A particular relationship can be observed during an analysis of the factor of health-related aspects of professional work. The results of the study confirm high assessment of health-related values of different forms of activity in each life phase, with a particular recognition among younger female gymnasts who demonstrate the lowest level and shortest experience in gymnastics (V Cramer coefficient: for generation variable 0.253, at p=0.000; for age 0.266, at p=0.000; for sports level 0.190, at p=0.000; for sports experience 0.113, at p=0.014) [16].

Another tendency observed in gymnasts’ environment is the importance of maintaining ‘permanent job’ which is increasing in the course of time. With the contemporary rise in the unemployment rate, fears for maintaining a good job, or frequently any job, overshadows other aspects of professional activity. This fear is typically dominant among older current female gymnasts who notice a problem of unemployment among families and the closest environment (V Cramer coefficient: for generation variable 0.135, at p=0.003; for age 0.172, at p=0.003).

Conclusions
The analysis of the results of the study allows for drawing the following conclusions:
1. Both studied populations are characterized by high recognition for the values of knowledge and education.
2. The sports activity taken up by young female gymnasts does not cause the sense of conflict resulting from performing the role of both a student and a sportswomen.
3. Among the highly valued aspects of work, the female competitors of gymnastics slightly prefer instrumental to autotelic values.
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